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ABSTRACT
This installation of utilitarian ceramics developed from the value I place on
function, ergonomics, tactility, and surface decoration which abstractly reference the
biological structures facilitating our perception. I bring together these elements to
playfully explore our relationships with objects - my pots are intended to be filled with
food or drink, picked up, passed to a neighbor, and enjoyed in lively daily use.
Audiences are familiar with tableware, its use and purpose in the home are
common across history and culture. This intimate acquaintance places my work closer to
its intended destination- people’s lives and hands. Referring to this phenomenon of
transference from maker to individual user as the pot’s life implies my work’s existence
beyond a static location.
In consideration of the pot’s life, my ceramic wares are constructed with attention
to the ergonomics of the hand. Sections where a user would grip a vessel are exaggerated,
prompting attention to the physical mechanics and sensations of holding, lifting, or
cradling the object. This subtle creation of awareness allows the user to become present
in the interaction of that moment, the vessel, and their own body.
Complementing the form is surface decoration, enhancing the experience with
subtle tactile modifications integrated into the visual surface. The surface patterns are
abstractions of biological structures and processes. The repetition of these motifs alludes
to the continuous processing of information that stimulates our perceptions of the world
around us. These ambiguous yet familiar elements give the viewer a subtle indication of
the recurring relationships within our biological existence
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Whether comfort in design or biomorphic suggestion through pattern, all desired
conceptual outcomes of my work center around the functional vessels relationship to the
person who is using it. This stems from the notion that handmade pottery is both a direct
and indirect medium for contact between maker and user; in a simplified way my work is
a surrogate for my interactions with you. My thesis work embodies a combination of
subtle humor, saturated color, and an emphasis on functional groupings that facilitate
your desire to interact with the ceramic objects, myself, and one another.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The grouping of pottery I presented in the gallery exhibition Sensory
Recollections is the culmination of my investigations into interactions. I examine this
through various lenses: object to object relationships, the motions required for use, what
suggestions can be inferred from implied gesture, and what within our bodies is
responsible for our perception. I further considered questions regarding what of my own
character is communicated through visually implied kinesthetics, how a functional form
intermingles with the person using it, and what traces of that interaction are left behind in
both our minds or muscles. I undertook each of these perspectives and re-investigated
them throughout my thesis research.
Tableware is familiar to viewers, inviting an evolution in relationship from viewer
to user. This familiarity is formed through expectation, and once a user, one can interact
with the object and discover layers of artistic intent that are hidden. These discoveries are
made through touch and the motions involved in use. Discovery through use is part of the
conceptual framework of my pottery, for the gallery installation of Sensory Recollections,
the layers of intent I am discussing are represented through implied line, gesture,
exaggeration of form, and tactile variation, I bring these elements together to establish
insight into the encounter between my pottery and the user.
A viewer can see abstract patterning on the surface of all my pots, and although it
may not be apparent, this imagery is derived from the structures responsible for the five
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senses. I use pattern and repetition as a metaphor to commemorate the unseen and
continuous parts of our bodies that process and interpenetrate our experience of/in/with
the world.
Potters sometimes refer to pots as having the ability to have a conversation with
you as you drink coffee. I find humor in the idea that pottery can be a distant medium for
my communication with other people and the cycle of making a piece for this purpose.
My early pots were illustrative, anthropomorphic objects narratively posed as people, a
humorous take on the user, object, maker cycle in which I and my work exist. Moving
away from comical illustrations to taking agency in how users will act together with my
pottery, I centered my focus on ergonomic forms, subtle tactile shifts in surface, and
abstraction of the biological processes that shape our experiences, while using pattern and
color to facilitate the user’s connection to the pot. The objects I make are intended to
facilitate the interaction of a functional vessel with the person using it. The person
holding a handmade ceramic object is presented with an opportunity to consider the
vessel through their touch of the object. Each user may come to a different reflection such
as: interest in the tactile variation or the construction techniques, attention drawn to the
physicality of the object in their hand, a historical reference, or a connection to me as the
maker. Any one of these elements is imbedded into the utilitarian objects I create, some
may be realized by users and some may not, but each layer of artistic intention makes for
a better considered object and experience.
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CHAPTER TWO
MATERIALS, PROCESS AND PRACTICE
I operate under the belief that audiences across cultures are acquainted with
utilitarian pottery from personal experience. Therefore, viewers approach my work with
some degree of familiarity and that knowledge is important to my choice of ceramics as a
medium. I am making art that will exist alongside someone in their daily life, and
creating objects that are already in people’s sphere of understanding is important to
achieving that goal.
Ceramics is a process based artform: its stages are both intimate (formed with the
hands) and distant (kiln firings) with a specific order of operations. Clay comes in a
variety of types, each with its own feel, color, workability, vitrification and density. Red
earthenware clay acquires its color from high iron content like the blood of our bodies. I
choose earthenware because, its lower vitrification point provides a warm skin-like feel. I
further buff and smooth the clay throughout my process to amplify this skin-like quality.
This material choice is a parallel to the concepts I am investigating about the body and
our senses and perceptions.
My surface motifs are abstracted from organs and systems of the five senses, the
imagery eludes to the structures that shape our perceptions of the world without clearly
defining them. I use pattern and repetition to emphasize the continuous processing of
experiences provided by our senses. The surface layering on my pots is visually
perceived in one way and then tactilely experienced in another (See fig. 1.1). This is
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duality within an encounter is built into the design layers, implementing my intention to
make pots that are more than containment vessels.
Clay has the remarkable ability to record action, making permanent the hand
motions, gestures and marks of the maker, and I consider my pottery an extension or
mediation of my relationships with others. Handling a handmade ceramic object presents
an opportunity to consider several things about me as the maker, my touch, the size of my
hands, the construction techniques, my messiness, my attention to detail, all these factors
are insights into my personality, and in choosing one of my objects to live along side you
in your life, implies some potential parallel in personality.
My personality coming through in my work is both unavoidable and intentional, I
strive for it, and when viewing works by other potters I also perceive part of their
personalities. Contemporary potter Birdie Boone’s forms are hand-built, constructed so
that the seams show, allowing them to become the decorative element. Exposing the
construction and planning process is Boone’s mark as a maker. Her work is both a
beautiful example of hand-built pottery that tasks any viewer to reverse engineer her
objects, or visually take them apart like a diagram. This is part of the formal
consideration I am looking for viewers and users to have when handling my own work.
In my process, I first form the clay through a combination of wheel thrown and
hand built methods. I throw symmetrical parts on the potter’s wheel, then alter and join
them to create organic asymmetrical forms. The hand built process also allows the clay to
record my assembly ideas as a maker, facilitating the person handling my pottery to
consider my formation techniques through their subsequent touch.
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Once the form is constructed I layer decoration that will further create a tactile
experience for the viewer. I engulf the piece in layers of colored slips, smooth terasigillata (Italian for the finest clay particles of clay), and glaze. These layers are
overlapping and fragmented, leaving voids which allow the user to feel through them,
sometimes all the way to the bare clay below. I also scribe through the bright colored
slips to both create a contrasting line and expose the red clay body underneath. Finally,
the interior is coated with food-safe liner glaze and a variety of colored glazes are applied
to the surface further varying the tactile layers on the piece. Throughout this process I
maintain the utility of the finished piece, and I am committed the importance I place on
function.
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CHAPTER THREE
INTERACTIONS WITH AND WITHIN THE BODY
When learning about, teaching, and discussing pottery, the language references
the body via its components: the top opening is referred to as the mouth, and the pot rests
on a foot. The lip is the terminus point between the inside and outside, and also the point
of contact to the user’s mouth. This parallel of terminology led me to perceive the body
as an archetype, and my pots as contingent to the body in both components and usage.
The body is interwoven with what pottery is and its purpose. I embrace this as the core of
my conceptual framework.
As previously established, I view my pots as a proxy for myself interacting with
others, this shaped how I installed the work in my thesis exhibition Sensory
Recollections. An 8-foot wall was devoted to a series of pitchers with gestural forms,
which I arranged together to create a playful sense of motion and kinesthetics. If my
objects are going to have a conversation with you, I want that discussion to be
lighthearted, and maybe even make you laugh (See Fig. 2.1).
Peter Schjeldahl, an art critic for the New York Times, described what he refers to
as “Zone Theory for Aesthetic Experience.” There are three zones in which a viewer
experiences a work of art. The first is at a distance, ranging from our bodies out to the
horizon. The work fully encompasses an individual, for example architecture, where one
cannot experience the entire construct within a single moment. The middle zone involves
objects seen from a distance, allowing the viewer to take in the whole visual depiction at
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once, considering an objective format in which to view and interpret artwork. The third
zone is intimate, where one physically engages an object. In describing this zone
Schjeldal says,
Then there is the near at hand, from arm’s length in. This zone is completely
disfavored in our culture, almost to the point of numbness. It’s where eyesight begins to
give way to touch, where eyesight blurs and fingers take over. (Schjeldal. 2004)

I create art for this zone, and my work operates through the hand. The visual is
secondary to touch, and understanding this space in which my work resides led me to
research phenomenology, which maintains that knowledge is perceived by the whole
body. The senses are important to a unified understanding of life in the philosophical
meaning of the word. To put this in context, phenomenology was developed in contrast to
the Cartesian hierarchy which places visual and mental processes above all physiological,
or base senses.
Conceptually my pottery is tied to the body as an archetype. Phenomenology
supports the emphasis I place on physical connection and ultimately led me to these
questions: how could I take agency in that interaction, how can I interject my own values
in my work, and finally the open-ended question of what might that look like. The
outcomes came through my investigations into ergonomics.
Ergonomics is the science of designing and arranging items so that people and
things interact most efficiently and typically, this is implemented in the context of an
efficient work environment. My introduction to ergonomically designed objects was after
a stroke impaired my grandfather’s physical dexterity. A whole range of new objects
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came into my family’s life, including silverware with giant rubber handles curved to
relieve the need for wrist movement, thick tubular handrails curved around the bathroom
from wall to wall, a television remote as large as an encyclopedia with light up buttons. A
child at that time, I found many of these items shared qualities with my toys. Toys for
small children are often designed to develop dexterity, engage more than one sense, or
mimic another familiar object in use by adults. I want my works to enhance functional
experiences like the aids my grandfather made use of, while conveying the playful
exaggeration of toys.
I implement elements of ergonomics in my individual pottery pieces by
considering how they will be used and how they operate. I researched medical
illustrations and diagrams specifically about the mechanics of the hand when lifting,
gripping and turning objects. This early sugar jar employs references to this investigation.
(See Fig. 3.1) My decisions to intertwine the functionality of grip with playful ergonomic
principles led to the exaggeration of hand rest or grip zones. This ranges from lids with
dimples for placement of the fingers, to over-inflated handles on platters. These areas
draw attention through my use of color, pattern, or contrast with the rest of the form. (see
Fig. 4.1) When all the works are paired together they provide a setting where participants
discover a variety of different touches through use, thereby enriching their experience. I
am utilizing the overinflated grips to draw the viewer’s attention to their own hold on the
container.
I also focus view on presentation, which plays a large role in the ambience of a
gathering. Paper plates convey a different purpose, setting, or type of gathering than fine
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china. I aim to create objects for a setting that is both casual and special. My objects
declare that food is not just for sustenance’s sake, but is also to be an enjoyable event
shared with others. A large serving dish implies a multitude of people sharing an
experience, passing the dish around from hand to hand. In the gallery exhibition Sensory
Recollections, I emphasize this scenario with a displayed of several generations of
serving dishes. This grouping embodies the vocabulary of grips I explored through large
inflated handles, and the tactile experience that is created within their use (see Fig. 5.1).
In Philip Rawson’s book Ceramics, he describes the concept of memory-traces
under the heading “Tactile Textures,” stating: “All of these touch-experiences will have
evocative qualities which work by appealing to buried memory-traces imprinted on the
mind by past experiences of analogous textures.” (Rawson, 85) In other words, when you
look at and touch any surface, your mind recalls past experiences with similar qualities.
These remnants of experience last past the moment of interaction. This condition led me
to think about the reverse of the idea, how does a cup have a trace response past the
interaction with the user?
To address this question, I explored the drinking vessel, the most intimate form in
a potter’s repertoire since it contacts the hands, the lips and mouth. It is a simple yet
immensely complex foundational form. I created cups with rounded bottoms that wobble,
yet remain balanced so they do not topple over when full of liquid. The rounded bottom
is a gentle curve that fits into the palm of the hand and, is coated in a layer of smooth
terra sigillata to create a warm skin like quality. Using a glaze trailing technique, the
bottom is also adorned with design work that has a subtle raised texture, that is softly felt
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when holding the form. When sat down after use, these mugs rock back and forth a little
revealing an ephemeral trace of the interaction that just took place between user and
object. (see Fig. 6.1)
My thesis exhibition was displayed in the Lee Gallery, a place where viewers
observe artwork away from the distractions of reality, allowing them to earnestly analyze
the art without interference. This space has been a challenge for me because, an
elemental aspect of my work, physical touch is not conveyed in within this space. I
developed successful strategies for resolving this issue, using similar methods as the
diagrams I look to for inspiration.
First, to encourage a perception of motion in the gallery, I built two tables on
which to display my work. (See Fig. 5.1) The larger table’s curved and organic shape
reflects the shapes of my pottery, while encouraging viewers to flow around the table
implying the casual nature of a gathering or an informal environment.
Second, my strategy for implying motion and interaction was borrowed from the
diagrams and medical illustrations I researched to inform my surface decoration. I
installed small ceramic button-like forms on the wall, which shared the color or motif of a
jar to visually extend the surface patterning out into the space between forms. These
ceramic dots create implied lines that visually organize movement and connection,
linking the pots in a way that maps out the cycles of interactions between user and pot
that I wish to convey. (See Fig 7.1)
The idea of memory-traces is illustrated on the far wall of the gallery.
Surrounding Sugar Jar #3 (Fig. 8.1) are green glazed dots, extending off the form onto
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the wall to create an implied line, visually tracing the motion of the user lifting the lid off
the jar. Sugar jars are simple in form and purpose, just a small vessel meant to hold
sweetener as a part of a daily coffee or tea ritual, yet they provide me with technical
challenges to overcome and potent conceptual openings to explore. The food storage
surface of these sugar jars is contained inside, so the exterior form is fully illustrative,
with 360 degrees of information and exploration for the transitions of color and surface
texture as it moves around all the form. The lid must be lifted to acquire whatever is
inside, providing a place for the participant to become aware of their hands’ touch, lift,
and grip. Once the lid is lifted a hidden element is revealed to the user. This discovery
can only happen through physical participation and this unseen component heightens and
enriches the interaction. (See Fig. 9.1)
As an artist I think about the ideal setting for my work: in the home with food,
people and conversation, this consideration I refer to as the pot’s life, and the storage or
resting place for an object is part of that life. The Frankfurt Kitchen designed by
Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky in post WWI Germany was planned with incredible attention
to efficiency of space and ergonomics. In this first fitted kitchen, everything was
considered from the colors used, types of woods, to the number of steps from the sink to
the stove, and storage solutions for essential objects when not in use. In the context of
time and place this designed was revolutionary in theory, but criticized in practice. What
draws me to this design is the level of consideration given to how items are used and
where they rest when not in use.
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In the gallery exhibition Sensory Recollections, the long wall holds five sugar jars,
all conceptually mapping modes of interaction with and within the body. This display
configuration was designed for the gallery setting. The last jar along the wall has a line
of leader dots that guide your vision around a corner to the Condiment Tray. (Fig. 10.1)
This three-chambered tray is hung with stationary posts, within an area of the wall
painted the same pale yellow as the tables. This intentional color association implies that
this area is the Condiment Trays resting place. This piece represents my exploration into
the way that my pottery is stored when not in use.
The objects I make are not of a standard shape or size. (Fig. 11.1) The large over
inflated grips are important to the ergonomic function but when realistically considering
the pot’s life they hinder stacking and fitting into a cabinet. These elements of my vessels
are significant, and in consideration of this storage issue, I began thinking about SchütteLihotzky kitchen design. I developed a hanging structure for the condiment tray. When in
use the tray can be brought off the wall to the table and used for its intended purpose,
then when at rest placed on the wall as an engaging visual work of art. My investigations
into how my containers exist when in use, in motion and in the hand, are all part of the
vibrancy I wish for them to convey, and pondering how they exist when at rest is within
someone’s home is in full consideration of the pot’s life.
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CHAPTER FOUR
HISTORICAL TO CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT
When viewing any artwork, one must consider the social and historical context
surrounding its creation. Understanding the history of circumstances that changes,
challenges and informs art gives the viewer a deeper appreciation and understanding.
Artists, the makers of art, respond to their own moment in history, but always build and
draw upon past works of art. As a maker, I look to movements or moments in history
through the lenses of my own time, place, and values. I draw insight from the way pottery
was used to commemorate of specific moments in time by the English Slipware artist of
the 1600’s, and to the value placed on skill and handmade by the Arts and Crafts
Movement of the late 1800’s in Europe. My current (and future) investigations strongly
draw from the attention to functionality of space that was emphasized in the Bauhaus,
similar to Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky’s fitted kitchen, which was described in the
previous chapter.
Anthropologists categorize the knowledge of pottery as a technological marker for
cultures, a pre-pottery civilization implies a life without food-storage and indicates
challenges to a culture without the means of food preservation. Each early civilization
around the world which has developed pottery, through independent means or
acquisition, changed and advanced their cultures with the ability to store and preserve
foods. This shared cultural history is vast in scale and scope, providing contemporary
ceramicists like myself an enormous breadth of information to draw upon as a vocabulary
of form and purpose.
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The contemporary ceramic artist Tony Marsh’s work focuses on this vast history
through the archetypes that pottery represents to hold, preserve, offer, commemorate and
beautify. Marsh’s major body of work communicates the idea of containment as symbolic
reverence for what is being contained. This focus is an overarching theme for all potters,
if something is of value, it is contained within something else to keep it safe or preserve
it. My work deals with the body as an archetype to pottery, pottery contains the
sustenance for our bodies, its components mimic our bodies and it is perceived by our
hands in an intimate way. Peter Schjeldahl’s zone theory on aesthetic perception
designates pottery in the intimate zone where “eyesight blurs and fingertips take over”
(Schjeldahl, 2004). This ultimately encompasses how my work can bring about a moment
of internal consciousness for the body, when the hand takes over and brings the viewer to
a moment of awareness of their body, and perhaps the hands that formed it.
A common thread of ceramics history throughout cultures is its utilization to
honor and memorialize an event or moment in time. Examples range from ancient
representations of local animals to Greek and Roman vases depicting stories of heroes
and their deeds, to English Slipware from the 1600’s commemorate major social events,
to gift shop souvenirs found in today’s tourist destinations. Ceramic commemoration
spans cultures too, the Terracotta Army in Xi’an, China, is perhaps the greatest
commemoration of all, a full-scale reproduction of an army, complete with horses and
individualized faces of the soldiers.
Early explorations into my current body of work were steeped in the tradition of
commemoration. Within our bodies, various activities take place thousands of times a
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day, making our lives possible, yet we are rarely aware of them, or give reverence to
these biological functions in the tradition of ceramic tribute. These earlier works in my
series were very literal, (see Fig. 12.1) and strongly representational of the body part I
wished to honor. I wrestled with this idea for a while, because by the standards of
commemoration viewers must be able to understand the imagery in one or more ways,
whether through recognition, understanding or telling. The surface illustrations in my
own work would have to be accurate diagrams of actual body parts to be recognizable by
the viewer. With my present working priorities, I chose to re-categorize this interest as
source material. This allows me to draw my inspiration from the body in an unconfined
exploration.
As a contemporary reflection of my interest in the body, how it operates in
relation to surrounding objects and creating a specific space for my wares, I researched
the work of artist Andrea Zittle. For the past 25 years artist Andrea Zittel has been
exploring the questions of how to live, and the meanings that come from the objects in
life. She explores this through a system of set limitation that allows creativity, rather than
total creative freedom. The living structures created by Zittel have an aesthetic drawn
from modernism. More important to my work is her attention to the placement of objects
and use. Everything that is needed has a place, and is considered for its purpose and
aesthetic. I find this akin to how I work. Function and pottery have certain limits or
parameters, sometimes requiring the priorities of food safety, weight, and strength to take
daily use above visual consideration. These boundaries give me systems to work within.
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As I have been writing this thesis, explaining my investigations, my systems of operation
are coming into further clarity for me as a driving force for how I work, live and think.
I also consider as a source the Arts and Crafts Movement, which took place
around the turn of the 20th century as a response to its historical context. The industrial
revolution impacted people’s lives in a multitude of socio-political and vocational ways;
this art movement placed an emphasis on craftsmanship, skills and artisanship as
fulfilling work in a time when those ideals were challenged by urban migration, mass
production and consumption. My work and I exist in a postindustrial society where
people’s lives are changing rapidly due to screen mediation, digital interface, and
disposable culture. Our contemporary lifestyles limit our human to human interactions,
objects are made for one-time use, nothing is meant to last or endure.
The factors that define my context as a maker are tied to digital era and the
lifestyle which I choose to live. In the Ceramics chapter on “Tactile Textures,” Phillip
Rawson explains that completely smooth surfaces with no variation to be felt are
perceived as “cold” and “dead.” He then compares plastics to this dead experience
(Rawson, 86). The digital/virtual lifestyle of today communication is mediated by smooth
flat screens that distances us from physical touch. I find justification for my emphasis on
tactile variation in Rawson’s argument: part of what I am trying to convey to the viewer
through the use of my pots is warmth of life. I have consciously chosen to communicate
these layers of warmth, gesture, tactile variation and ergonomics through my art but
designing it the intimate zone where “eyesight blurs and fingertips take over”
(Schjeldahl, 2004). This ultimately encompasses how my work can bring about a moment
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of internal commemoration for the body, when the hand takes over and brings the viewer
to a moment of awareness of body.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
This thesis was a process of intensive investigation that has led me to many
conclusions about the specific set of values and conditions that I commit to in my work:
function, the pot’s life, the gallery, accessing through familiarity, gestural experience of
use, and the integration of an object into users lives. All these outcomes of my work
center around the intermingling of the functional vessel to the person using it. This stems
from the notion that handmade pottery is both a direct and indirect medium for
interaction between maker and user; in a simplified way my work is a proxy to my
interactions with you. Tactile Interactions is the installation of my pottery displayed
within the gallery exhibition Sensory Recollections embodies a combination of
understated humor, emphasis on function, vibrancy of color, the subtle use of implied
line, and presentation of display.
I implement elements of ergonomics in my individual pottery pieces by
considering how they will be used and how they operate. My decisions to intertwine the
functionality with playful ergonomic principles are embedded to encourage active
participation. The patterns and motifs that adorn the surface of my pots reference the
body, to reinforce our physicality in an era where that tangibility is in limbo. I draw from
sources that are internal and unobservable to the naked eye, then present it in an animated
and lighthearted manner that allows easy access into the lives of people.
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Throughout the making process I strive for superior utility a pot’s familiarity and
function are what encourages viewers to become users, and users are the ones who
experience all the strata of my artistic intent. My vessels represent ergonomic comfort in
design, biomorphic suggestion in pattern, tactile distinction in layers. Through
exaggerated touch-responsive form, the motions and kinesthetics involved in containing,
dispensing, preparing and sharing are activated. All of these elements culminate to
facilitate your desire to interact with the ceramic object itself, myself as the maker, and
with one another.
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APPENDIX A
IMAGE LIST

Figure 1.1

Pitcher with cups, Taste Bud Motif

Figure 2.1

Installation View - Small Pitcher Groupings
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APPENDIX A - CONTINUED

Figure 3.1

Sugar Jar #1 with Ergonomic Grip

Figure 4.1

Installation View - Various Grips on Serving Dishes
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APPENDIX A - CONTINUED

Figure 5.1

Installation View - Buffett Tables

Figure 6.1

Bobble Mugs
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APPENDIX A - CONTINUED

Fig. 7.1

Figure. 8.1:

Installation View – Sugar Jars #3 -#7 and Condiment Tray

Installation View – Sugar Jar #3
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APPENDIX A - CONTINUED

Figure 9.1

Sugar Jar #5 – With lid upturned

Figure 10.1

Installation View – Condiment Tray and Dessert Table
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APPENDIX A - CONTINUED

Figure 11.1

Orange and Green Serving Dish with Large Grips

Figure 12.1

Set of Oil and Vinegar Lung
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APPENDIX B
MATERALS AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Clay Body:
Lisa Naples Clay Δ 2
Red Art
Gold Art
OM4
Talc
Neph Sy
Wollastonite
Bentonite
Barium Carbonate

%
65
10
10
4
3
7
1
100
+0.5%

This clay body requires bisque firing to a hard Δ 04. The reason is that organic materials
in the clay must fully burn off before glaze firing. If the clay is bisqued lower, gaseous
bubbles will appear within the glaze.
Slips:
Clemson U. Shop Slip Δ 0410
Ball Clay
Tile 6
Neph Sy
Silica
Frit 3124

%
40
30
20
10
10
100

Colorants added to slip:
China Green Stain
Mixed Blue Stain
China Orange Stain
China Yellow Stain

%
+8
+8
+8
+10
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APPENDIX B - CONTINUED
Terra- Sigillata:
Terra-Sigillata
Water
Clay
Darvan #7

Total
2 Pints
1 Lb.
15 Grams

Terra-Sigillata is the finest clay particles.
Process:
1. Mix the Darvan #7 defloccuant with water in a wide mouth container with
a tight-fitting lid.
2. Add Clay (EPK or other kaolin, RedArt, Lizella or similar)
3. Shake container vigorously for at least 5 min.
4. Let container rest undisturbed 24 hours minimum.
5. Once separation has occurred you should see a layer of clear water on top,
a layer of terra sig, then a layer of slightly larger particles (this layer may
look slightly darker).
6. Gently syphon off the water.
7. Terra-Sigillata is the fine particulates in the top layer.
8. Transfer into final storage container.
9. Discard the larger leftover particles.
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APPENDIX B - CONTINUED
Glazes:
Naples/Wrangler Satin Clear
Δ2
Frit 3134
Frit 3110
Lithium Carbonate
Wollastonite
EPK
Silica

CCCS Base Glaze Δ 2
Frit 3134
Tile 6
Silica

%
28.6
3.9
5.3
34
25.8
2.4
100

%
50
20
30
100

Colorants Added to CCCS Glaze:
Mason Stain 6134 Red Brown
Mason Stain 1370 Apple Green
Mason Stain 6280 Avocado
Mason Stain 6121 Saturn Orange
(Turns green)
Mason Stain 6500 Sage Grey
Mason Stain 6381 Blackberry Wine
Mason Stain 1354 Burgundy
Mason Stain 6219 French Green
Mason Stain 6028 Encapsulated
Orange
Copper Carbonate
Titanium Dioxide
Cobalt Carbonaite
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%
+2
+4
+6
+6
+3.5
+6
+4
+6
+4
+2
+1
+1
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